Vestige provides timely and trusted investigations of ANY digital devices to resolve disputes, litigate claims and provide valuable advice to access, assess and secure systems and information.

Vestige does not sell on price. We do, however, provide the highest quality Digital Forensics, CyberSecurity and ESI-Discovery Consulting services in the industry.

REASONS WHY CLIENTS CHOOSE VESTIGE:

**REPUTATION**
Vestige is an established and experienced company that is well-respected. We are trusted business advisors in the legal, insurance, IT security, HR, financial, law enforcement and corporate industries. In fact, an astounding 66% of our business is based on referrals. Our customers are extremely pleased with the service they receive. We realize you have other choices out there. That’s why we work hard every day – to provide confidential, accurate and timely results.

**ACCURACY**
Vestige has very high standards. We strive to not only meet, but exceed our customer’s expectations. We are able to gain remarkable insight that is locked within digital devices because we perform extensive testing before reporting results. We’re extremely thorough, don’t make mistakes and uncover the correct information the first time. Ask about our Get It Right Guarantee.

**SPEED**
With Vestige, our clients gain speedier access to critical information. We are known for fast turn-around on matters and incidents where quick response is crucial. Our standard turnaround is within two weeks, with capability of 72 hours for emergency matters.

800-314-4357
Every analyst at Vestige has a Bachelor’s Degree and advanced certifications specific to Digital Forensics. As Experts, we offer comprehensive knowledge of both the technical and the legal aspects of digital forensics and cybersecurity. In fact, our certified professionals utilize more than 250 forensic and diagnostic tools to help uncover electronic evidence, consult on data protection, and provide incident response for digital forensic and cybersecurity solutions.

We listen to our customers and respond with sound and proven advice and answers that are custom-fit based on each customer’s needs.

The Information Technology field requires constant training and education to stay on top of the latest changes, software and digital solutions. Vestige maintains the latest certifications, training, and helps lead the industry in Thought Leadership.

Out of 10,500 calls received in 12 months, only 44 calls waited longer than 1 minute to speak to a Vestige professional. We also respond quickly to emails. We’re here when you need us.

Our flat-fee pricing allows a predictive investment with virtually no-cost overruns in 99.61% of the matters brought to Vestige with the results you need to help win the case or secure your system.

Vestige takes pride in being up-front and honest with our clients. As a neutral party, we not only represent either side, defendant or plaintiff, but we are also respected testimonial experts, having testified in courts of law in more than 70 matters in digital forensic and cybersecurity matters.

www.VestigeLtd.com